
INTRO 

Are you ready to be immersed in a spectacle of rhythm and colour? Spark! is a mesmerising street 
theatre show that combines high impact drumming with kaleidoscopic lighting design. Our  
ethereal, playful characters use captivating and dramatic music to interact with the crowd and 
lead spectators on a spellbinding journey; culminating in a climax of light, sound, smoke and  
movement. 

Spark! has delighted and enthralled people of all ages and cultures the world over. The show is 
extremely adaptable and incorporates static set-pieces, parading between sites and audience  
interaction. Our flexible set times – from 3 minutes to 45 minutes; day or night – ensures each 
Spark! performance is tailored to our client’s vision. What’s more, we’re completely self-contained,  
enabling us to travel effortlessly across the globe. Typically our show has five performers but for 
bigger events can be scaled up to ten performers; Spark! is a medium-scale show that packs a 
large-scale punch!  

  
“...dramatic, funny, intense and alarming – they brought the whole occasion alive.”
Cat, via Contraband International Ltd

“Visually arresting, acoustically impressive”  Liz Pugh, Walk the Plank

“Never have I seen an audience so completely engaged in a piece of entertainment...”
Helen Thackeray, Hull City Council

“Utterly compelling, entertaining, rousing, lively, awakening.”  Abi Downham, SecoTools

“Absolutely brilliant! You will be the talking point at work for next few days/weeks/months!!”  
Phil Alexander, GF Smith

“I can’t stress enough how fantastic the shows were and you guys were out off this world!!”   
Sheldon Almeida, 311 Entertainment, Dubai, Promo Links

TESTIMONIALS



Photos http://bit.ly/2aMNjaX
Showreel http://bit.ly/2a5oGTz
Website www.worldbeatersmusic.com

Hashtags: #LEDdrummers #Spark!

For further information please contact:
spark@worldbeatersmusic.com 

Worldbeaters Music LLP
T | 0345 257 1753
M | 07833 431130
The Linskill Centre
Linskill Terrace
North Shields
NE30 2AY
UK

PROMO LINKS

SOCIAL MEDIA

Twitter: @wbmusic  
https://twitter.com/wbmusic 
Facebook: @worldbeaters
https://www.facebook.com/worldbeaters/
Instagram: @worldbeatersmusic
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